Trailerboat trials
By Sam Mossman

White Pointer 750 Sports Hardtop

Way back in 1994, Rex Briant set up
White Pointer Boats in Gisborne with
the aim of producing good-looking,
well performed, practical aluminium
dive and fishing boats customised to
each owner’s requirements.
Thirteen years later, it is fair to say that
Rex has achieved his goal. The company
has grown steadily, now employing ten
staff, including business manager Tony
Bourke, and is on the lookout for more.
In the early days there was more demand
for smaller boats (the 5.7-6.5m range was
popular), but these days the bulk of sales
are boats in the eight to nine-metre class.
These bigger boats have more complex builds, and White Pointers emerge
from the factory fully-fitted and ready
to hit the water. The company turns
out about 17 custom boats a year and
reckons it has about 400 on the water.
This includes commercial fishing boats,
charter boats, boats for government
departments and jet boats (Rex is a
national jet sprint champion), as well as
the regular recreational craft.

Construction
The White Pointer 750 incorporates
6mm bottoms, a 5mm transom, 4mm
sides and 3mm topsides. The hull fea118
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tures a full internal keelbar and two
full-length girders, plus four stringers
of 6mm plate. Laterally, there are seven
full frames at 750mm centres. A keelcapping strip is available.
Two buoyancy tanks run under the
deck from the helm bulkhead to the
transom. They are fully sealed and pressure tested to 5psi (352gscm). These
supply a reserve buoyancy of 200kg.
White Pointer Boats are built to survey
standard as a matter of course, with no
structural modifications required.
Drainage from the bow step-down is
to the bilges, then into a central underdeck hold (with bungs at each end),
from where it is piped through to the
stern. The cockpit drains to either the
under-deck hold or back to two sumps
under the transom wall. These are
drained by duck-bill scuppers, and also
have float-switch-controlled 1250gph
bilge pumps; largely to deal with heavy
rain should the scuppers get blocked.
A dual-battery system with isolation
switches is set in a protected position up in the transom wall, but is
easily accessed by opening the engine
box. The engine well is protected from
water ingress by a 150mm upstand and
also fitted with a float-switch operated

1250gph bilge pump. The engine is easily accessed for servicing.
The welding on the hull is high quality, as is the general level of finish, with
the attention to detail noticeable; the
use of solid wood rather than veneer in
the galley and the insulation of all dissimilar metals are just two examples.
All fit-ups are done in-house, with
only paint, sign-writing and upholstery
contracted out.

Power and performance
The 750 Hardtop is rated for 175250hp outboards, 200-300hp petrol
sterndrives and 190-260hp diesel sterndrives. Although White Pointer has no
engine affiliation, they admit to liking
Volvo-Pentas when it comes to sterndrives. The trial boat, Dr Hook, owned
by local Gisborne man John Burgess,
was fitted with a Volvo-Penta D3-190/
DPS (duo-prop). This is a five-cylinder,
2.4-litre diesel rated at 190hp.
On this hull, at 4000rpm (the top
end), it will turn out about 34 knots
(63kph). A more reasonable cruising
speed is 2900rpm and 22 knots, at which
speed it uses about 19 litres per hour.
At trolling speed (1600rpm/7-8 knots),
fuel usage is a miserly six litres per hour.

Assuming a 10-hour trolling day, this rig
would use only sixty litres, making for
pretty cheap game fishing. The tank is a
300-litre upgrade, with the fuel port set
on the top rear of the transom.
On test day there was a heavy 2.5m
southerly swell running up the east
coast, a legacy of an equinoctial storm
the day before. The wind had swung to
the northwest and was strengthening
steadily – close to 20 knots – forming
a scruffy, half-metre NW chop on top
of the big lift; a good day for the White
Pointer to show its stuff.
This is a substantial plate hull and with
the 215kg Volvo-Penta inboard set low
in the stern, the rig weighs in at about
2000kg and sits down nicely. With an 18°
deadrise, fine entry, no strakes and wide,
down-turned chines, the White Pointer
provides a near-ideal combination of
good sea keeping and stability.
We launched at Gisborne’s town
ramp and headed across Poverty Bay to
Young Nicks Head, using another White
Pointer, the nine-metre Gisborne charter boat Cool Change (021 621 7233),
as a camera boat.
After that I swapped to the test boat,
and Rex Briant and I went for a spin in
the building conditions. The ride was

The fold-down bow ladder makes it easy to embark and drop off passengers from the bow.

A slide-down window and bi-fold door aids communication between cabin and cockpit.

impressive, the fine entry cutting through
the foam-topped swells and coming
down softly. There was a fair amount of
spray flying, but in the enclosed hardtop
we were snug and dry. An excellent performance with no vices.

Anchoring
A Lewmar Pro-Fish capstan had been
fitted, feeding the combination chain
and warp into a covered anchor well in
the bow. A Sarca anchor is permanently
mounted in the fairlead. Access to the
anchor well is through a hatch in the

forward bulkhead, and the capstan control is at the helm.
Access to the bow is easy around the
cabin sides, with non-slip panels and
cabin-top handrails fitted. The foredeck
is chequer-plate panel, and a substantial
bow rail is fitted. Crewmen operating the
free-spool lock on the capstan can also
work through the hatch in the cabin-top.
A further feature of the bow is a
fold-down stainless ladder that makes
boarding and disembarking passengers
off the bow easy – useful on steep-to
beaches and around lakes. Owner John

The bait-station/rod rack makes good use of the engine box.

Burgess uses this boat a lot on Lake
Waikaremoana.

Layout
The forecabin is fully lined and sleeps
two or three adults full length with a
berth infill fitted. An upper hammocktype bunk can be unrolled from the
helm side of the cabin, supported by
a heavy pipe rail, yachting-style (pipe
berth) – a good example of the company’s innovative fit-out. A toilet is fitted
under the central squab and a privacy
curtain to the cabin’s wide entry. Under-

berth stowage is complemented by two
levels of side shelves. Access to the back
of the steering console is via a screw-off
plate, and a cabin light is fitted.
Out in the wheelhouse is a large dash
with back-lip, marine carpet cover and
grabrail. The ‘screens and side sliders are
6mm toughened glass, with good allround visibility and a pair of AFI wipers.
The helm position is well set out. The
Volvo-Penta throttle/shift has a nice ergonomic design, the Safe-T hydraulic steering is pleasant to use, and instruments
consist of ‘retro’ white-faced Volvo-Penta
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dials, plus a large Navman 8120 multifunction unit recessed into the dash.
The helm seat is an upholstered bucket type on an adjustable gas shock, with
footrest fitted. A passenger can sit on a
bench seat with a clever reversible backrest and a fold-down rail footrest with
anti-skid finish, again showing attention
to detail. There is stowage under the
seat, and immediately behind it is a
table (with rebated cup holders), which
can lower to form another berth with
the second bench seat in the rear of the
cabin. This rear seat has internal stowage
and three drawers in the front face. A
short side-pocket adds to storage space.
The owner uses this boat for stayaway trips, and this requirement has
influenced a number of design aspects.
There is a galley unit fitted behind the
helm incorporating a two-burner gas
stove, a fridge, and a locker and drawer.
Again, the wheelhouse is fully lined,
giving a warm feel, and grabrails are fitted under the roof as an aid to moving
about when the boat is underway.
The rear cabin bulkhead is also a
testament to good design, with a clever
drop-down window recessing inside the
wall, and a lockable bi-fold aluminium
door with a stay arm. Both help provide
ventilation on a hot day and also aid
cockpit-cabin communication.
The cockpit features a large insulated
bin, doubling as a bench seat, against the
back of the cabin, suitable for a freezer
unit if desired. On the other side is a
freshwater sink that’s fed from a 90-litre
tank. The faucet pulls out to become a
freshwater shower. Under the sink is a gas
bottle and califont for hot water. Grabrails are fitted on all the rear cabin edges,
and spotlights illuminate the cockpit and
forward of the bow. The forward light is
movable with a remote-control unit.
The deck is chequer-plate with tube
matting on top, providing good footing.
Large side pockets look wide enough
to take dive bottles. There is plenty of
room in the cockpit, and the engine box
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The dining table lowers to form a berth.

The helm position is comfortable and well laid out.

Ladder, platform, grab-rail and step-through
make life easy for divers.

is not greatly intrusive, with the relatively lightweight and compact engine
built into the transom wall. To the port
side is a transom step-through with drop
door, leading onto a large, chequer-plate
platform, which also covers the stern
leg. On this are mounted a fold-down
boarding ladder (with grab-rail) and
auxiliary bracket. There is also a ski-pole
mount on the stern, and a wash-down
hose is fitted. Separate mounting plates
for transducers, intakes and trim-tabs
are fitted to the stern.
White Pointer specialises in customising boats, and their option list runs to
over four pages, with the rider ‘if you
don’t see it here, just ask.’ Consequently

the test boat Dr Hook, like all White
Pointer boats, is an individual reflecting
the owner’s approach and needs.

Fishability
Rod stowage is well taken care of,
with four racks in the roof of the fore
cabin, five built into the bait-station and
a six-position rocket launcher mounted
on the hardtop. In addition, there are
six through-gunwale rod holders from
which to do the actual fishing.
Fish stowage can be in the insulated
bin against the cabin, the under-deck
hold, or in the tank set into the stepthrough in the transom. These last two
can also be used as live-bait tanks, the

under-deck hold having a bung-drainage
through a pipe to the stern that permits
it to be flooded.
Other fishing fittings include: outrigger
mounts; a berley pot set into the boarding platform; and brackets under the side
shelves that will take paddles, poles etc.
Divers are well catered for with a
boarding ladder, platform, grab-rail and
transom step-through. After a dive, the
hot freshwater shower is welcome, and
tank and gear stowage is in the side
pockets and underfloor hold.
There is plenty of room in the cockpit,
the engine box being fitted with a baitstation to maximise space usage. The
sides and transom give good top-of-the-

The compact Volvo-Penta engine is recessed into
the transom.

An insulated icebox doubles as a bench seat

A toilet is fitted under the centre berth.

minium trailer. This last is favoured to
keep the tow weight of the rig down
to under the three-tonne level, where
much more expensive braking systems
are required. The tow weight of the rig
comes out at about 2.8 tonnes on the
aluminium trailer, and standard hydraulic override brakes are fitted.
This cradle A-Frame trailer is constructed from C-section, gusseted for
extra strength. It has tandem axles, keel
rollers and two benches on which the
hull sits. Having seen bow rollers fail,
White Pointer fits a plastic snub block.
Other fittings include: a dual-ratio manual winch; dual coupling; wind-down
jockey wheel; spare wheel; side steps;
guide poles; and submersible LED lights.
In a ramp situation, launching was a simple drive-on, drive-off operation.

All-in-all
This is a ‘little big boat’; for a 750
there is a lot fitted in, but without the
rig feeling cramped. The level of finish
is excellent and construction methods
sound. It is a kind rider in rough water
and takes the sea well. Pretty hard to
fault this one – one of the very best of
the New Zealand-made plate boats of
its size.

Specifications

The faucet of the freshwater sink pulls out to be
used as a shower hand-piece.

thigh support, and have rounded edges
for comfort and plenty of toe room. The
tube matting over chequer-plate deck
gives good footing and the hull is a stable work platform. An excellent fish and
dive machine, blue-water capable.

Trailering
The 750 is either supplied with a
Voyager trailer or a White Pointer alu-

Hull only length

7.1m

Beam

2.5m

Deck to gunwale

750mm

Free board

900mm

Bottoms and transom

6mm

Sides

4mm

Topsides

3mm

Engine

Volvo-Penta
D3‑190/DPS

Trailer

White Pointer aluminium

Base rig

$120,842 (includes alloy trailer
motor and hull)

Price as tested

$173,762

Boat supplied by John Burgess and White Pointer

FN1362

LOA	7.6m
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